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the new men might even
adopt the old name. It was a good one.
folks believed, and could be made more
resounding with its attachment to the new live-wire
group with well defined purposes.
Good luck, men!
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RALLIES ARE THE ORDER OF THE
DAY ANY TIME ANY PLACE. Simple, isn't it?
but provocative to many. Creech and Mimnaugh spoke for Allen's innocence,
but their words were in vain.
We are not defending the rally from which arose the confusion neither do we condemn the Oregon spirit. But we do defend
one whose offense is less and
penalty is greater.
After all, it would have been more logical and more

efficiency
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night without sleep, to provide the campus with
He WAS the managing editor.
news.
It was his duty to print
the news as it officially came to him. He was doing his duty when
he printed stories about the Carnegie grant
pledge day football.
Likewise was he doing his duty when he printed a rally story
when it came from the rally chairman. He slipped made a mistake when he wrote a banner which inflamed student spirit and
aroused faculty indignation.
The banner read OREGON SPIRIT
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yells. His work during the past, season has given him a satisfactory record. He had no more duties to look forward to the susWe might subpension from activities did not strike him hard
stitute the name of Mimnaugh for Creech and repeat the same.
Termination of both official duties was nearly coincident with
their suspension. The two rally leaders admit their mistake in
judgment they confess anticipation of classroom disruption ihe
morning of the rally. They deny violation of a gentleman's agreement as has been charged by official bodies. Perhaps this agreement. was in spirit rather than in fact.
They are still guilty, and
we believe the action of the executive council is justified on those
grounds.
The third character in Ihe play now staged before us is one

in
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which disrupted the routine of the University educational program
on a Friday preceding the Oregon-Oregon State football contest,
a game annually accompanied by demonstrations of student spirit.
Action was taken against John Creech, ex-yell king, Brian Mimnaugh, ex-rally chairman, and Robert Alien, ex-managing editor.
Creech had practically completed his duties as the leader of
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“The Breaking of the Calm.” Harvey Welch shows versatility by
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CLERK WHO DEMANDED A
DEGREE FROM THE MEDICAL
SCHOOL ON THE GROUNDS
THAT HE WAS A FIZZICIAN.

amount of discipline. But will a seemingly unjust penalty upon
one of the offenders, with little move toward retraction, gain the
desired ends? We are tempted to exclaim, NO!
The three
Let us carefully weigh the facts of the situation
students are being punished for their involution in a student rally

who had still two terms of work ahead.

d
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doubt, that it
is for the progress of the institution and betterment of student
government that those who have acted unwisely and misused the
responsibility conferred upon them should receive a reasonable
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other students who were deposed,
Allen’s innocence. It was a final request that the actions of the
executive council be retracted.
ALLEN STILL REMAINS ON ACTIVITIES PROBATION!
The student relations committee, upon whose recommendation
the executive council could reconsider the case, is in no way
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